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Current work is devoted to the object motion blur. The main 

result is an approach to estimating the parameters of the 

image distortion due to its motion relative to its background, 

namely the trajectory of this movement. Under consideration 

approach is based on tracking trace, leaving heterogeneity 

moving object while driving, which makes it possible to 

determine the trajectory. 
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I. Introduction  

PSF estimation is very important stage in image 

reconstruction techniques. This is true especially for 

images blurred by motion. Proper PSF estimation enables 

to use one of standard deblurring method, e.g. Lucy-

Richardson. This approach is opposite to iterative one, 

which is widely used in image reconstruction domain. But 

in this case we firstly estimate PSF and than use 

reconstructive methods with known PSF.  

II.The method of automated evaluation of 
the trajectory 

PSF of blurred image or separate object on it can be 

calculated in two stages: 

1. Estimation of PSF‟s dimension and position of all 

nonzero elements on it; 

2. All nonzero elements values estimation. 

1. What is PSF of an image, blurred by motion? In this 

case PSF is a matrix in which all nonzero elements are 

arranged in a curve or a line which is motion trajectory. It 

can be explained as followed. Every point of a moving 

object on the picture moves the same trajectory. This 

trajectory is limited curve which start at the place where 

some point is at the moment when camera shutter opens 

and ends at a place where this point is at the moment 

when the shutter is closed. 

When moving, every pixel of a moving object leaves 

some component of its colour in colours of resulting 

pixels of blurred image in all point of its trajectory. If 

such a moving pixel is surrounded by similar pixels, 

hence is situated in relatively homogeneous region, its 

colour mixtures with colours of similar pixels and there is 

no clearly visible trace. But if we take some point on the 

edge of two areas with different colours (e.g. angle peak 

A1 or separate point B1 on Picture 1), than its motion 

must leave distinct trace, because in this case 

neighbouring points with different colours move the same 

trajectory and leave the trace of this colour verge as 

shown on picture. 

Other words if there is some angle peak in moving 

object, it turns to multiple peaks due to motion blur, and 

these peaks are strictly situated on trajectory curve. This 

is the main idea: if we “catch” frequent equal edges in 

gradients domain of blurred image, we hence know a 

trajectory of blurring motion and position of all nonzero 

elements of PSF matrix. 

 
Motion traces forming mechanism 

Other words if there is some angle peak in moving 

object, it turns to multiple peaks due to motion blur, and 

these peaks are strictly situated on trajectory curve. This 

is the main idea: if we “catch” frequent equal edges in 

gradients domain of blurred image, we hence know a 

trajectory of blurring motion and position of all nonzero 

elements of PSF matrix. 

To do this we calculate partial derivatives of an image 

and then explore them with different thresholds. We as if 

„slice‟ gradient domain of an image. At every new 

threshold value we mark only those pixels which have 

partial derivative value greater than threshold value. 

Hence in every iteration cycle we obtain black and white 

mask consisting of blobs. All edges of these blobs are 

stored and compared. These edges are tested for identity 

or almost identity with all other edges.  That type of edge 

that is the most frequent becomes the most possible 

candidate for PSF matrix. 

2. On the previous step we just placed PSF elements on 

their places but didn‟t specify values of these elements. 

The simplest but not the best way to specify their values 

is just to assign equal values – 1 divided by the number of 

nonzero elements. This way we have normal PSF matrix, 

the sum of elements of which is 1, as it has to be. But this 

PSF will be true for uniform motion only, when every 

moving point leaves homogeneous trace. 

Another way is following. Having PSF frame (zero and 

nonzero elements only) we use it as aperture window for 

blurred image. For every pixel in blurred image we 

calculate colour differences between this pixel and every 

pixel that correspond every position among nonzero 

elements of PSF matrix. These values are added to 

corresponding elements in PSF matrix. This way we as if 

walk along motion trajectory from every point and 

calculate differences of every step of this trajectory. 

Accumulated statistics must correspond to real 

differences which represents changes of velocity on all 

trajectory length. After processing whole blurred patch 
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we obtain sum of colour differences for each nonzero 

element in PSF matrix. After that we have only to 

normalize these values by 1, so that their sum was 1, and 

the result is PSF. 

Conclusion 

Algorithm for automated evaluation of the trajectory was 

implemented in MATLAB and tested on a series of 

images with known PSF. In all cases the direction was 

calculated correctly, suggesting the possibility of using 

this method for calculating the trajectories of objects in 

blurry images. 
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